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Punjab Fire Services 
(Hoshiarpur) 

FIRE SAFETY CERTIFICATE 
Gifea RGc:1 ~lBo 

NOC No 910-27489-Fire/19109 NOC Type: Renew Dated 21-SeP.-2020 

Certified that the GEMS Cambridge International School at Jalandhar-
Phagwara By Pass Road, Purhiran, Hoshiarpur comprised of 0 basements and 4 (Upper floor) 
owned/occupied by Sanjeev Kumar have compiled with the fire prevention and fire safety 
requirements . of National Building Code and verified by the officer concerned of fire service on 18-
Sep-2020 in the presence of Sanjeev Kumar (Name of the owner or his representative) and that the 
building/ premises is fit for occupancy group Educational Group-B subdivision B-1 (As per NBC) 
for period of one year from issue date. Subject to the following conditions. 

Issued on 21-Sep-2020 at Hoshiarpur 
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1. Fire Safety arrangements shall be kept in working condition at all the times. 
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2. No, alteration/ addition/ change in use of occupancy is aliowed. 
fcrn~3W~~/~/ o/ 1~h-lo/ 1d MJ ~€8";:; ~}folill~I 

3. Occupants/ owner should have trained staff to operate the operation of fire safety 
system provided there in. . 

4. Fire Officer can check the arrangements of fire safety at any time, this certificate will be 
withdrawn without any notice if any deficiency is found. 
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5. ,Occupants/ owner should apply for renewal of fire safety ce~ticate one m~~tl\liituialto 
expiry of this certificate. . Ptlnt~ camlli\dge \n\ef111. d scMll\) 
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* Above Details cannot be used as ownership proof. 
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* This is digitaly created cerificate, no signatue are needed 
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